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Abstract: In the Lagrangian fractional step method introduced in this paper, the fluid velo-

city and pressure are defined on a collection of N fluid markers. At each time step, these 

markers are used to generate a Voronoi diagram, and this diagram is used to construct 

finite-difference operators corresponding to the divergence, gradient, and Laplacian. The 

splitting of the Navier-Stokes equations leads to discrete Helmholtz and Poisson problems, 

which we solve using a two-grid method. The nonlinear convection terms are modeled simply 

by the displacement of the fluid markers. We have implemented this method on a periodic 

domain in the plane. We describe an efficient algorithm for the numerical construction of 

periodic Voronoi diagrams, and we report on numerical results which indicate that the frac-

tional step method is convergent of first order. The overall work per time step is proportional 

to NlogN. 

' ... 



1. Introduction 

Most of the finite-difference methods presently used in computational fluid dynamics 

use the Eulerian rather than the Lagrangian representation. An advantage of Lagrangian 

methods for the Navier-Stokes equations is the natural and simple way in which the non

linear convection part of the equations is treated, by moving the grid in the flow. However, 

this movement of the grid causes crucial problems, since the discretization of the differential 

operators as well as the numerical solution of the resulting algebraic equations are more 

difficult on irregular grids than on the regular grids used for Eulerian computations. 

Recently, there has been progress in overcoming these problems. Finite-difference 

discretizations of differential operators on irregular grids can be computed with increased 

efficiency with the aid of new computational geometry algorithms. The solution of the 

resulting discrete problems has become easier due to new numerical techniques such as mul

tigrid methods. We briefly discuss these two developments in turn. 

In order to discretize a differential operator on a general set S of points in the plane, 

one often uses a mesh associated with S, for example, a set of polygons each containing 

exactly one of the points in S , or a triangulation whose vertices are the points in S. The 

Voronoi diagram associated with S can serve as a polygonal mesh or as a tool for the con

struction of a triangular mesh. The Voronoi polygon associated with XES is the set of 

points at least as close to X as to any other point in S; see Voronoi [25]. Recently many 

algorithms for the construction of Voronoi diagrams have been developed; see Shamos and 

Hoey [21] for a very fast sequential algorithm, and Aggarwal, Chazelle, Guibas, O'Dunlaing 

and Yap [I] for a parallel algorithm. Voronoi diagrams have been used in Lagrangian fluid 

dynamics codes by several authors; see, e.g., Augenbaum [2,3], Trease [24]. 

In addition, efficient iterative reconnection algorithms for triangular meshes have been 

used in Lagrangian fluid dynamics; see, e.g., Crowley [13], Dukowicz [14], Fritts [15], Fritts 

and Boris [17]. The triangulations thus generated are closely related to Voronoi diagrams 
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and can in fact be used to construct Voronoi diagrams. The generalization of these algo

rithms to three dimensions is possible, but complicated; see Fritts [16]. 

We turn to the numerical solution of equations on Lagrangian grids. Many numerical 

algorithms for incompressible fluid dynamics require the solution of Poisson equations for the 

pressure. An example is the projection method introduced by Chorin [11]. We shall consider 

a Lagrangian version of the projection method which requires the solution of a Poisson equa

tion for the pressure and a Helmholtz equation for each velocity component. 

Multigrid algorithms applicable to {finite element) discretizations of elliptic problems 

on irregular triangular meshes have been studied extensively; see, e.g., Bank [5]. The algo

rithm in [5] constructs a hierarchy of nested triangulations, starting with a given coarse tri

angulation. This refinement procedure generates a grid adapted to the problem and, at the 

same time, the grid hierarchy needed for the solution of the discrete problem on the finest 

grid. 

A different approach is required if the finest grid is part of the input to the multigrid 

algorithm. This is the case in the present context, since the grid is dekrmined by the flow. 

In such a case, the hierarchy of auxiliary grids cannot be obtained by refinement; instead, a 

coarsening procedure, or something similar, is needed. We propose a two-grid algorithm 

which uses auxiliary rectangular grids. To smooth the error on the Lagrangian grid, our 

method uses a modified Gauss-Seidel iteration. \Ve have implemented this algorithm on a 

square, with periodicity conditions at the boundaries. For simplicity, we use only one rec

tangular grid, solving the problems on it by Fast Fourier Transform. Our algorithm per

forms well even on uniformly distributed random grids. 

A different successful multigrid algorithm applicable on Lagrangian grids has recently 

been introduced by Lohner, Morgan, Peraire and Zienkiewicz [18]. They use a Jacobi itera

tion scheme to smooth the error and non-rectangular auxiliary grids. \Ve have not carried 

out a detailed comparison between the two approaches. 
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Mo5t of the recent work on Lagrangian methods concentrates on inviscid flow. In this 

paper, however, we shall study a method for the viscous, incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-

tions, using primitive variables. We now give an introduction to this method. 

The method is based on a collection of N moving points (fluid markers) which serve as 

the grid. The fluid velocity and pressure are defined at these points. For each configuration 

of the points, i.e. at each time step, a Voronoi diagram is generated. This diagram serves two 

purposes: It identifies the region of space that we assign to each grid point, and it establishes 

a discrete topology on the grid, i.e. it determines which pairs of grid points are to be treated 

as neighbors. 

The algorithm that we use for the construction of the Voronoi diagrams is particularly 

fast in the present context of a time-dependent calculation. The reason for this is that the 

algorithm exploits information that was saved from the previous time step. We describe the 

algorithm here for the case of a periodic domain in the plane, and we emphasize those 

features of the algorithm associated with the periodicity. The reader should note, however, 

that the algorithm described here is adaptable to many different geometries. It has been 

used, for example, on a square domain in the plane [20] and also on the surface of a sphere 

[4]. We see no fundamental obstacle to its use in three dimensions. 

We use the Voronoi diagram in this work as an aid in the construction of finite-

difference operators corresponding to the divergence, gradient, and Laplace operators, and we 

prove that these operators are weakly consistent of first order with their continuous counter-

parts. 

The finite-difference operators constructed in this way are used to define an implicit 

fractional step method for the time-dependent Stokes equations, i.e. the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions without the nonlinear terms. This fractional step method involves the solution of a 

Helmholtz equation for a preliminary velocity field and then the projection of this prelim-

inary velocity field onto the space of discretely divergence-free vector fields. The projection 

step involves the solution of Poisson's equation for the pressure. The fractional steps 
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corresponding to the Stokes equations are Eulerian, i.e. they involve ordinary space deriva

tives rather than derivatives with respect to the initial particle positions. The time step is 

completed by the actual motion of each grid point at its own velocity for one time step, 

simulating the convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. This movement of the grid is 

the Lagrangian part of the method. The Lagrangian form of the Navier-Stokes equations 

does not appear explicitly in our work. 

An alternative to the above procedure would be to solve the discrete Stokes equations 

directly, without using two fractional steps. This was indeed tried [20], but no efficient 

method was found for the numerical solution of the discrete Stokes equations, which form a 

symmetric but indefinite system. In the fractional step method introduced here, however, all 

systems are at least semidefinite. 

In section 6, we report on numerical experiments for several simple test problems. The 

results suggest that the method is of first order in the sense that the discretization error is 

roughly reduced by 1/2 if the number N of grid points is multiplied by 4 and the time step 

is reduced by 1/2. The work per time step is O(N logN ). There is no stability condition on 

the size of the time step. 

\Ve regard the present work as an initial investigation of a natural idea rather than a 

paper introducing a competitive practical method. In fact, the method in its present form is 

rather inaccurate in comparison with other methods for the incompressible Navier-Stokes 

equations. See, e.~., references [10], [11], which contain results of Eulerian calculations for 

test problems similar to ours. Further work will be required to increase the accuracy of the 

method and develop it into a practical tool. 

A preliminary version of the present paper has appeared in [7]; see also [6] and [20]. 

' "' 

' 

, 
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2. Construction of periodic Voronoi diagrams 

Let S be a set of points in R 2, where R denotes the real numbers. For XES, we 

define 

P(X,S):={YER 2
: IY-XI :5 IY-XI forallXESwithX~X}. (2.1) 

P (X ,S) is an intersection of half planes, i.e. a convex polygon. It is called the Voronoi 

polygon [25] or Dirichlet region of X with respect to S. The collection of all P (X ,S ), 

XES, is called the Voronoi diagram associated with S and is denoted by V(S ); see Fig. 1. 

An edge in V(S) is generated by two points, i.e. it belongs to two polygons. A corner is gen-

erated by three or more points, i.e. it belongs to three or more polygons. We always assume 

that every corner is generated by exactly three points. The resolution of multiple corners into 

sets of simple corners linked by edges of length zero, as shown in Fig. 2, is always possible. It 

is, however, never unique. This fact is of some importance for our construction algorithm 

described below. 

It is well known that the Voronoi diagram for a set of N points in the plane can be 

constructed in O(NlogN) operations and that this opuation courit is best possible; see 

Shamos and Hoey [21]. However, if additional information on S is available, better operation 

counts can be achieved. The algorithm that we shall describe here makes use of the assump-

tion that the Voronoi diagram has already been constructed for a set S from which S can be 

obtained by slightly displacing each point, and that certain pieces of information about this 

construction have been saved. Similarly, the algorithm used by Fritts [15] can be viewed as 

an algorithm which uses V(S) to compute V(S ). Experiments indicate that both algo-

rithms construct V(S) in linear time. If S is a random set, there may be algorithms for 

which the expected value of operations is smaller than 0( N logN ). This is particularly piau-

sible if some information is given about the probability distribution of S. Numerical experi-

ments supporting this statement will be presented later in this section. 

'vVe now consider the case 

(2.2) 
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where Z denotes the integers. In our fractional step method, the Xi will be fluid markers. 

The corresponding Voronoi diagram can be viewed as a periodic Voronoi diagram in the 

plane or as a Voronoi diagram on the torus 

(2.3) 

with the metric 

d(X,Y):=min{ IX-Y+k.l :k,EZ2
}. (2.4) 

Using our previous convention of resolving multiple corners into sets of simple corners, 

we have: 

Proposition 2.1: V ( S N) has exactly M =2N corners in [0;1 f. 

Proof: \V e shall use Euler's formula, 

v - e +I = 2, 

for the numbers v ,e and I of vertices, edges and faces in any polygonal net covering the 

sphere. Consider m by m copies of the points X 1,.··,Xtv: 

{Xi+k.: t=(k 1,k2)EZ2, l~k~>k2:::;m }. 

Consider the corresponding Voronoi diagram. Intersect it with [0; m ]2. The result is a polyg-

onal mesh. We extend this mesh to one on the sphere R 2u{oo} by introducing edges which 

connect the four corners of [0; m j2 with oo. This introduces a degenerate corner at oo which 

we resolve into two non-degenerate corners connected by an edge of length zero. The mesh 

on the sph~re has m 2N +4 faces. Since every edge joins 2 corners and every corner belongs 

to 3 edges, the number of corners is 2/3 times the number of edges. From Euler's formula, 

we now conclude that the total number of corners, including those at oo, is 2m 2 N +'L 

The (m -2) by (m -2) inner squares are identical up to translation and contain 

(m -2}'2M corners. For fixed N, the number of corners in the 4m -4 boundary squares is 

0 ( m ). Therefore we have 

(m-2fM + O(m) = 2m 2N + 2. 

Letting m - oo, we obtain M =2N. 0 
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In each period, the number of corners is 2/3 times the number of edges. Hence there 

are exactly 3N edges (modulo Z 2
) in V(S ). Notice that the edges of length zero needed to 

resolve degenerate corners are counted here. The number of edges is of interest for our 

method because edges in V ( S) correspond to nonzero couplings in the finite-difference opera-

tors presented in Section 3. 

Next we describe our storage scheme for the Voronoi diagram V(SN ). We store infor-

mation about the 2N corners which lie in [O;lf In the following, we shall call these corners 

the stored corners and call the points K 11 · ··, KJV the stored points. For the j -th stored 

corner, we store its cartesian coordinates (XC(j ),YC(j)) and the square RAD2(j) of its 

radius, which is defined as its distance from its three generating points, i.e. the three points 

whose Voronoi polygons meet in the corner. We introduce the notation rad (.~) for the 

radius of the corner f... In addition, we store the three generating points of the j -th stored 

corner and the three corners linked to it by edges in V(SN ). This information is encoded in 

the following way. 

The cartesian coordinates of a corner in V ( S) can be written in the form 

XC(IC)+KX, YC(IC)+KY 

with uniquely determined integer indices IC,KX,KY. We call IC the basic index and IC'<:,KY 

the shift indices. \V e call the corner with basic index IC and shift indices KX,KY the corner 

(IC'<:,KY,IC). We use analogous conventions for the points in S , i.e. the fluid markers and 

their translations. We store integer indices 

IPT(i ,n ,j), i =1,2,3 , n =0,1,2 and 

ICR(i ,n ,j), i =1,2,3, n =0,1,2, 

which have the following meaning. The point 

(IPT(i ,1,j ),IPT(i ,2,j ),IPT(i ,O,j)) 

is the i -th generating point of the j -th stored corner, and the corner 

(ICR(i ,l,j),ICR(i ,2,j),ICR(i ,O,j)) 
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is the i -th neighbor corner of the j -th stored corner. This completes the description of our 

storage scheme. 

We now outline the algorithm for the construction of V(SN ). 

Algorithm 2.1: 

Step 1: Construct V(S t). 

Step 2: For j =2, ... ,N: 

Step 2.1: Construct V(Si-tU{Xi }) from V(Si_t). 

Step 2.2: Construct V(Si) from V(Si-tU{Xi }). 

Thus in step 2.1, we add the stored point Xi without its periodic images to the otherwise 

periodic Voronoi diagram. In step 2.2, we then ~dd all the periodic images of Xi. 

Step 1 is trivial. The central part of the algorithm is .a procedure for the construction 

of V(Su{Y}) if YE$ S and V(S) is known, i.e. step 2.1. This procedure was described by 

Peskin [20] and Bowyer [8] independently. For completeness, we present it here. 

A corner ~ in V ( S) is called broken by Y if it is not a corner in V ( S U { Y} ). Y 

breaks ~ if and only if Y lies in the open disk around ~ with radius rad (~ ). For a general 

discrete set S of points in the plane, Y breaks at least one corner of V ( S) if it lies in the 

convex hull of S. To see this, notice that the convex hull of S is exactly the union of the 

Delaunay triangles, i.e. the triangles which are obtained by joining all pairs of points in S 

with adjacent Voronoi polygons; see Fig. 1. Y lies in one of the Delaunay triangles. Con-

sider the circumscribing circle of this Delaunay triangle. Its center is a corner ~ in V(S ). 

Since Y lies in the interior of this circle, it breaks ~. In our case, the convex hull of 

S =Si _1 is R 2• Thus, Y is guaranteed to break a corner. 

Proposition 2.2: The set of broken corners is connected in V ( S ). 

Proof: This proof is due to D. Goldfarb (unpublished). The corners of a fixed polygon in 

V ( S) which are broken by Y clearly form a connected set. Walking along the boundary of 

, .. , 
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, 

Proof: This proof is due to D. Goldfarb (unpublished). The corners of a fixed polygon in 

V(S) which are broken by Y clearly form a connected set. Walking along the boundary of 
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P ( Y ,S U{ Y} ), one visits all polygons which have corners broken by Y. Whenever 

aP ( Y ,S U{ Y}) crosses an edge of V (S ), this edge has exactly one endpoint which is broken 

by Y. This endpoint is a common corner of the two polygons bordered by the edge. There-

fore, a walk through all broken corners is constructed by following ap (Y ,S u{ Y} ). 0 

We can therefore find all broken corners in 0(1) operations, once we know one of them. 

'fi 
We can find a first broken corner in the following way. We first choose some point XES 

close to Y. Good ways of choosing X will be discussed below, since the efficiency of the 

algorithm depends mainly on this choice. We determine a corner£. of P (X ,S ). For this pur-

pose, we use an array IPTCR with the following meaning. The corner 

(IPTCR(I,k ),IPTCR(2,k ),IPTCR(O,k)) 

is a corner of the k -th polyg~n. Notice that the pointers IPT and ICR introduced above 

point from corners to points and corners and are therefore different from IPTCR. Beginning 

with £., we then conduct a breadth first search through the graph of corners of V ( S) until a 

broken corner is found. 

Once we know all corners broken by Y, we can find all corners of the new polygon 

P (X ,S U{ Y})) by using the facts that each such comer lies on an edge between a broken 

and an unbroken corner in V(S) and that on each such edge there is a new corner. 

It remains to describe step 2.2. To simplify the notation, we take j =N and define 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

It is clear how to get PN from PN: 

(2.7) 

'• 
where XN ,1 and XN ,2 are the coordinates of & . 

We first assume that the decision which corners of PN to cut off can simply be made 

by using (2.7), by checking the coordinates. Once this decision has been made, it is not 
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difficult to find the radii of the new corners in V(SN ), their neighbor corners and their 

neighbor points. Therefore the description of step 2.2 seems to be completed. 

However, while the indicated procedure works correctly in most cases, it occasionally 

breaks down because of rounding errors. In Fig. 3, we show a typical situation which may 

lead to a breakdown. Here N =2, xi = (0.0,0.0), x2 = (0.0,0.5). PN should have exactly 

6 corners, two of which are identical up to translation with two others. In any finitely accu-

rate arithmetic, the computed number of corners of PN may be 4,5,6,7 or 8. 

The situations which cause difficulties are cases in which a polygon is adjacent to its 

own translation. This is most likely to happen at early stages of the construction. It may, 

however, even happen in V(SN) with arbitrarily large N, as when all points K. 1,···,lfN lie 

on a line parallel to one of the coordinate axes. Even if a polygon is adjacent to its own 

translation, difficulties such as the one illustrated above occur only with a probability which 

tends to zero with the machine epsilon. It is desirable, though, to have an algorithm which 

will work, for any p'iven set of points, if the machine epsilon is sufficiently small but positive. 

We therefore have to cut PN in a more careful way to obtain PN. Let£ be a corner of 

PN, generated by f. !L XN. Let l be a corner of PN, generated by !+(1,0), ~+(1,0), & . 

Fig. 4 shows two such situations. For simplicity, we use examples in which the points lie on a 

square grid. In practice, breakdowns do occur even in irregular configurations, even though 

with small probability. 

Case (a) in Fig. 4 is the one discussed above as an example for a breakdown .. A situa-

tion such as case (b) occurs, for example, when constructing the Voronoi diagram associated 

with the set 

Here the point being introduced is & = X 3 = ( ~ , ~ ). 

To decide whether £ is broken by & -(1,0) in situation (a), we consider the Voronoi 

diagram V({!; u; & ; XN - (1,0)} ); see Fig. 5. If we draw the diagram as in Fig. 5, we 

.• ' .,., 
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conclude that ~ is not broken by lfN - (1,0), since it is a corner in the four-point Voronoi 

diagram. Clearly, we can use the same diagram to decide whether f. is broken by lfN +(1,0). 

We con'clude that it is. If we had drawn the short edge of length zero as in Fig. 6, we would 

have concluded that ~ is broken whereas f. is not. In any case, we make opposite decisions 

for~ and f., which is correct here. We consider case (b) now. In this case, it is not correct 

to make opposite decisions for ~ and f.: Neither ~ nor f. are broken here. Again, we can 

easily read this off from the Voronoi diagram V( {.e; u.; lfN; lfN - (1,0)} ). 

Our considerations motivate the following algorithm for cutting: 

Algorithm 2.2: 

For each corner ~ of PN , decide whether or not it lies m 

[XN,l- 0.5; XN,l + 0.5] X [XN,2 - 0.5; XN,2 + 0.5], using the following procedure. 

Decide whether~ is closer to lfN than to & +Js..0 , Js.. 0=±(1,0) or ls..o = ±(0,1) by com

puting 

V({.e; u.; & ; & + ls..o}), (2.8) 

where L ,e.,rz. are the generating points of£.. If ~ is a corner in this diagram, it is at 

least as close to & as to & + f£ 0 , otherwise it is broken by Ktv + !;_0 . If f. is a 

corner of PN generated by & .e.- l£0,u_- 1£0 , use the same diagram to decide whether 

or not f. is broken by & - f£ 0 • 

In our code, this procedure is simplified. The main simplification is a test whether cut

ting is necessary at alL This can safely be done by checking the coordinates of the corners of 

PN. In the vast majority of cases, no cutting is necessary. 

Computing the topological structure of the Voronoi diagram is an ill-conditioned prob

lem in the sense that the solution, the topological structure, changes discontinuously with the 

data, the given points. Therefore the difficulty which we have described and overcome should 

not be called numerical instability. We rejected the first version of the algorithm not because 

it computes the wrong topological structure, but because it computes two different structures 
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at the same point on the torus. The improved version of the algorithm may still, due to 

rounding errors, compute the wrong topological structure; compare Figures 5 and 6. This is 

unavoidable, but it fortunately does not matter in our application. 

We remark that the areas of the Voronoi polygons depend on the given points in a 

continuous, in fact in a differentiable, way; see Section 3. 

We finally describe two ways of finding a good starting point X for the search for the 

first broken corner. If the points in S are known to be roughly uniformly distributed in 

[0;1]2, we can divide [0;1]2 into n 2 square cells of equal size with n 2-:::::=,N and create pointers 

from those cells to the points in S which they contain. A linked list is a good data structure 

for this purpose. In each cell, a pointer to one point in the cell is stored. Then each point in 

the cell points to another in the cell, with the last point containing a stop code. We intro-

duce the points cell by cell in the order specified in Fig. 7. When introducing .& , a good 
0 

choice of X is then -&
0
_1. Using this method on random grids in [0;1] 2

, we obtain the CPU-

times for algorithm 2.~ displayed in Table I. The measured CPU-times support our assertion 

that the CPU-time pn· point is bounded independently of N. 

In our fractional step method, we use this method at time 0. At all later times, we use 

the following, slightly faster method. Assume that V(S) has been constructed for a set 

S ={Xi +Is.. : j €{l;··,N}, /s..EZ 2
}, where the distances d (Xi ,Xi) are small, and 

Xi E [O;lf Here d is defined as in (2.4). Let i (k 0 ) be the index of a point in S whose 

polygon had a broken corner when k
0 

was inserted during the construction ~f V(S). A suit-

able translation of the point Xi(kol is then close to JfJ.
0

. The indices j(k 0 ) E {1;···; k 0 } are 

therefore saved while constructing V (S ). In our application, S is the set of fluid markers 

and their periodic images at a given time step, and S is the corresponding set at the preced-

ing time step. 

'We note that this method does not require any renumbering of the points. 

We conclude this section with some remarks about other possible ways of updating 

• 
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periodic Voronoi diagrams in a time-dependent calculation. 

It is, of course, possible to reduce the problem to nonperiodic Voronoi diagrams in the 

plane. Consider 

S :={Xi+ 1!.: 1 ::S j ::S N, kEZ2, I k1l ::S 1 and I k2l < 1}. (2.9) 
!..r· 

It is easy to see that 

" P (Xi ,s ) = P (Xi ,s ) for all j. (2.10) 

Since S contains 9N points, a procedure based on S would be quite inefficient. The 

definition of S can be modified to reduce the number of auxiliary points, but the algorithm 

then becomes complicated. It becomes impossible to search for the first broken corner using 

the second strategy, since the set 9f auxiliary points becomes dependent on the given 

configuration and therefore time-dependent. 

It may also qe possible to work with the torus (2.3) and the metric (2.4) directly. The 

point insertion algorithm, however, cannot be used in literally the same way as in the plane. 

To see this, consider the step in which the coordinates e;f a new corner are computed after its 

three generating points X, Y ,Z. have been found. In ti--e plane, this is done by computing the 

midpoint of the circle through X ,.r ,z.. On the torus T with metric d , such a unique mid-

point need not exist. A counterexample is given by X =(0,0), Y =(! ,0), Z. =(0, ~ ). Here 

A periodic version of the algorithm used by Fritts· [15] appears to be an excellent alter-

native. This algorithm constructs the Delaunay triangulation rather than the Voronoi 

diagram and seems more efficient than our method. However, we believe that an approach 

like the one described here may be more generally applicable because it makes use of the 

metric only and does not require an inner product or angles. A generalization to three-
') 

dimensional periodic Voronoi diagrams seems straightforward. For a version on the surface 

of a sphere see Augenbaum and Peskin [4]. 
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3. Finite-difference operators on irregular grids 

In this section, we define discrete Laplace, divergence and gradient operators, and we 

discuss their properties. Even though we use a terminology appropriate for 2 dimensions, the 

definitions and statements in this section are dimension independent. 

We introduce the following notations. For XESN, let V[X] be the area of the Voronoi 

polygon P(X,SN) =: P[X]. For YESN, Y;;ofX, let A [X,Y] be the length of the common 

edge of P (X ,SN) and P (Y ,SN ). A [X, Y] = 0 if P (X ,SN) and P (Y ,SN) are not adjacent 

to each other. Our discrete operators couple two distinct points X, Y to each other only if 

they are neighbors, i.e. if A [X, Y];;ofO. In the following, we let Nb [X] be the set of neigh-

bors of X. By definition, XE$ Nb [X]. 

3.1 Discrete Laplace operator 

We define a discrete Laplace operator L by 

(3.1) 

This definition is motivated by the formula 

(3.2) 

for smooth functions ¢·. The sum in (3.1) is formally infinite but contains only finitely many 

non-zero terms. Similar discretizations of the Laplace operator have been used in numerical 

computations for a long time; see, for example, MacNeal [19]. The following proposition was 

pointed out to us by B. Mercier (unpublished communication). 

Proposition 3.1: The operator in (3.1 ), seen as a matrix, is the stiffness matrix obtained 

with piecewise linear finite elements on the Delaunay triangulation. 

Proof: Both matrices have zero row sums. Therefore we need to consider the non-diagonal 

' 
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entries only. The matrices have the same non-zero structure and are both symmetric. It 

therefore makes sense to talk about the coupling between X and Y ( X, Y ESN, X ;;of Y ). 

We compare the couplings in the matrix in (3.1) with those in the finite element stiffness 

matrix. 

Without loss of generality, we assume that X = (0,0) and Y = (0,1). Let A ,fi be the 

.• points in SN such that A ,X, Y and Ji ,X, Y are triangles in the Delaunay triangulation. Let 

C be the center of the circle through A ,X, Y, and let D be the center of the circle through 

!i ,X, Y. C and D are corners in V (SN) . Our claim is reduced to the statement that the 

coupling between X and Y obtained with piecewise linear finite elements is I C-D I . 

To show this, we first express this coupling in terms of the coordinates of A and Ji : 

(3.3) 

(Without loss of generality, we have assumed that A 1 <0 and B 1 >O.) Next we compute 

I C-D I: 

C (.!_A + A 2(A 2-1) '1.5) 
2 1 2A I ' 

(3.4) 

D _ (.!_B + Bz(Br1) 0 _5) 
2 I 281 ' 

(3.5) 

Therefore the square of (3.3) equals the square of I Q -D I . 

To conclude the proof of our assertion, it remains to be shown that (3.3) is positive. We 

notice that the foregoing computations do not make any use of the fact that we are using 

Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams. However, all off-diagonal elements of the 

finite element Laplacian obtained with a triangulation r are positive if and only if r is a 

Delaunay triangulation. 

We outline the proof of this well-known result. 

'" A triangulation Tis called locally equiangular if it has the following property. If T 1 and 

T 2 are adjacent triangles in T whose union Q is a convex quadrilateral, the sum of the 

angles in Q which are cut by the common edge of T 1 and T 2 is larger than 180° . 
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It is quite obvious that Delaunay triangulations are locally equiangular. Sibson [22] 

showed that the converse is also true. 

A simple calculation shows that all off-diagonal elements of the finite element Lapla-

cian obtained with a triangulation r are positive if and only if T is locally equiangular; see 

Fritts [15]. This concludes the proof of proposition 3.1. D 

In spite of proposition 3.1, a discretization of the Poisson equation based on (3.1) is not 

a common finite element discretization. The difference lies in the right-hand sides. Let I be 

a given continuous right-hand side. In the finite element method, the discrete right-hand 

side consists of integrals of the form J j (~ )!3(~ )dx , where j is an approximation of I and 
0 

/3 is a basis function of the finite element space. When using piecewise linear elements, the 

common choice of j is the piecewise linear interpolant of I . The value in X of the 

discrete right-hand side is then a weighted sum of the values of I in the neighbors of X. 

The sum M [X] of the weights (elements of the mass matrix) is one third times the sum of 

the areas of the triangles to which X belongs. Using (3.1), one is lead to using V [X]! (X) 

as the value of the discrete r:ght-hand side in X. V [X] and M [X] differ from each other in 

general, but they are, of course, equal on the average. M [X] is the area of a cell suggested 

by Dukowicz [14] and others, which is obtained by joining the centroids of the triangles with 

the midpoints of their sides. 

We now prove that the operator L is weakly consistent to first order with the continu-

ous Laplacian A. \V e define 

Proposition 3.2: If 

then 

h :=max diam(P [X]) 
X 

L;T/!(Kc )L ¢(Kc) V [..l.t] = f tP(~)At,b(~)dL + 0 (h) 
J. IO;tl2 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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for arbitrary smooth, periodic functions <P and 1/;. 

Proof: We approximate the difference to be estimated by 

{3.9) 

Since 1/J is uniformly continuous, the error which we have introduced is only 0 ( h ). We next 

·• apply Green's formula {3.2) and its discrete counterpart {3.1) and obtain 

E E 1/J(&) [A [& 'Y] <P(.L)- <P(&) 
".r;;of.rc I Y - & I 

(3.10) 

Since the expression m the bracket is of order 0 { h 2), and because of (3. 7), we seem to 

obtain an upper bound of size 0 {1) now. However, observe that the roles of & and Y in 

{3.10) may be reversed, therefore {3.10) is equal to 

- E E 1/J(Y) [A [& 'Y] <P(.L)- <P(&) 
k J::;;ofKt I y - & I 

(3.11) 

Here .11 always denotes the normal on P [Xi< JnP [Y] which is exterior with respect toP [& ]. 

Since {3.10) and {3.11) are equal, they are also both equal to the average of the two expres-

sions, 
.. -.:.:~ 

which is 0 (h ). 0 

Assumption {3. 7) is appropriate for two space dimensions. In d dimensions, it is 

replaced by N :S 0 ( hld ). (3. i) essentially states that the fluid markers should be spread out 

uniformly. Consider, for example, a. case in which all & lie on a. vertical or horizontal 

straight line. Then h =0 (1), independently of N. 

We give a. second, shorter proof of (3.8). Because of proposition 3.1, (3.8) is equivalent 

to 
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where a ( ·, ·) is the bilinear form 

a (<P,?/J) := J sz.<P(~)·sz.?/J(~)d~ 
JO;lJ 2 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

associated with the Laplace operator, and ¢J 11 ,1/111 are the piecewise linear interpolants of </J,?/J 

with respect to the Delaunay triangles. (3.13) is well known from the theory of interpolation 

in Sobolev spaces needed in the finite element convergence theory; see Ciarlet [12]. The 

non-degeneracy assumption on the triangulation which is needed for this argument is, how-

ever, neither necessary nor sufficient for (3.7) to hold. 

We gave the first argument for two reasons. First, it is independent of the connection 

with the finite element method and therefore applicable even if the control areas are not 

Voronoi polygons but areas defined in some different way. Second, it is applicable to discreti-

zations of differential operators other than the Laplace operator; see below for the case of the 

divergence operator. 

Proposition 3.3: L is not pointwise consistent with the Laplace operator. 

Proof: Counterexamples can be r.onstructed easily; see [6]. 0 

L is, however, pointwise consistent of order 0 in the following sense. 

Proposition 3.4: For a fixed smooth periodic function </J, L <P is bounded independently of 

the fluid marker configuration. 

Proof: 

IL<P(X)I 1 <P( Y)-¢(X) 
V[X] ~ IY-X I A [X,YJ I - 1:;-f.r - -

1 ¢>( Y )-1/l(X) 1 
V[Y] E I y -Y I A [X, Y]- V[V"] E SZ.¢(X)· 
~ Y;-f.r - "--- ~ 1:;-f.Y 

< c 
V[X] .r~x.l y -X I A [X,Y] 

for some constant C depending on <P only. It can easily be shown that 

~A [X.X] I Y-X I = 4V[X] . 
.r;-fx. 

Y-X 
IX-XI A[X.X]I 

' 
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This concludes the proof of proposition 3.4. 0 

We define the discrete L 2-product by 

(1/J,t/J) := ~1/J(Xk )t/J(Xk )V[Xk] (3.15) 
k 

for scalar functions and 

(!!. ,.!L) := ~!!. (Xk )·1!.. (Xk) v [Xi:]. (3.16) 
k 

for vector fields. 

Proposition 3.5: L is symmetric and negative semidefinite in the inner product (3.15). The 

kernel of L is the set of constants. 

Proof: 

¢J(Y)- 1/J(Xi:) 
(L 1/J,t/J) = E E A [Xi:' Y] I y -X I t/J(Xk ). 

"r~x.t - .::.v: 
(3.17) 

Reversing the roles of Xk and Y and averaging the resulting expression with (3.17), we 

obtain 

1 1/J( Y) - 1/J(Xk) 
(L 1/J,t/J) = --2 E E A [Xk I Y] IY -X I (t/JlZ)- t/J(Xk )), 

kY~X".t - .:u 
(3.18) 

from which the assertions follow. 0 

We conclude this subsection with a brief discussion of the changes required if Dirichlet 

or Neumann boundary conditions rather than periodicity conditions are imposed on 1/J. One 

can still base the definition of L ¢J on (3.2), taking the boundary conditions into account in a 

straightforward way. The case of Neumann boundary conditions is particularly simple, since 

(3.2) involves ~:. In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the simplest definition 

involves discretizing o¢J on o(0;1)2 by one-sided difference quotients, using auxiliary grid 
0!1 

points on o(O;lf 

Without loss of generality, we assume now that the Dirichlet or Neumann conditions 

imposed on ¢J are homogeneous. As in the periodic case, L is then a linear operator acting 
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on functions defined on {X1,.··,L }. Proposition 3.1 cannot be formulated as in the periodic 

case, since the Delaunay triangles do not completely cover the unit square. Propositions 3.2 

to 3.5 remain virtually unchanged. In Eq. (3.8), we now require ¢,1/J to be smooth on [0;1] 2• 

In addition, ¢ must satisfy the (homogeneous) boundary conditions. The kernel of L is 

trivial in the Dirichlet case, L is then negative definite. 

3.2 Discrete divergence operator 

We turn to the· discrete incompressibility condition. In terms of the partition of the 

plane into Voronoi polygons, the constraint of incompressibility can be formulated as follows: 

The motions of the grid points should be such that the area of each polygon is conserved. At 

a given configuration of the generating points, this leads to a linear system of constraints on 

the velocities which is a natural discretization of SZ:.!!. =0. Thus we define 

· aV[X] 
V[X]D.!!.(l:) := l:;.!!.(Y)· aY for XESN . 

1:: -
(3.19) 

Here a~ fl is the gradient of V [X] with respect to Y, keeping all other points fixed; see 

proposition 3. 7. 

If (X 1;··,X.v) = (X 1(t ),···,J:v (t )) are points moving at velocity 1!., then 

(3.20) 

for all j, in particular: 

Proposition 3.6: If X 1(t );··,& (t) are points in space which move in a discretely 

divergence-free velocity field, the Voronoi polygons maintain their areas exactly. 

However, the Voronoi polygons do change their areas, usually even quite drastically, if 

the points are moved in a continuously divergence-free field. Numerical experiments show 

that this is even true for large numbers of fluid markers and small diameters of the Voronoi 

polygons. We give an example which confirms and generalizes this observation. Consider the 
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divergence-free flow 

1!. =A~ (3.21) 

with 

A=(~~). (3.22) 

Let a set of fluid markers move in this flow and consider the corresponding Voronoi 

diagrams. If one of the markers is at the origin ~ =Q. at time 0, it does not move. Its Voronoi 

polygon at later times depends on markers which are far away from it at time 0 and will 

therefore usually not maintain its area. If the coordinates of all fluid markers at time 0 are 

multiplied by ~. then the resulting Voronoi diagrams are just scaled by the same factor~. 

In summary, this example shows that Voronoi polygons of a set of points moving in a 

continuously divergence-free flow may change their areas over a fixed time by a factor which 

does not converge to 1 when the set is made finer in the sense that h, as in (3.6), tends to 

zero. Furthermore, the example shows that the same statement is true for all control areas 

which are just scaled by ~ when the given set of points is scaled by ~. 

W d . 1· "t'" I '" aV[X] F I . d . . [ J e now ertve an exp 1c1 .ormu a ,or a y . or an a ternatlVe envat10n see i 

and [20]. 

Proposition 3.7: The mapping from {(X1,···,& )E(O;l?N : X.~X.i for £~j} into RN 

which maps the cartesian coordinates of }{1,···,& onto the areas V[X.J],···,V[X.v] is once 

continuously differentiable. The partial derivatives are given by 

if X~ Y. Furthermore, 

and 

aV[X.j 
ax X-Q[X.,X] A [X Y] 

I Y-X I _,_ 

aV[X.J =_I; aV[Xj 
ax. .r;;o>x ax 

av[x] = _ E av[xJ 
ax .r;;o>x aY 

(3.23) 

(3.2·1) 

(3.25) 
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Proof: We distinguish the following three cases for a given Y: 

i) X= Y 

ii) XENb [Y] (so X~Y) 

iii) X~Y and X~ Nb [Y]. 

We first observe 

av[x] . c···) a y = 0 Ill case Ill . (3.26) 

Case (i) may be reduced to case (ii) using (3.26) and one of the two formulae (3.24), (3.25). 

(3.24) may be derived in the following way. (3.26) ensures that the sum in (3.24) is 

finite. The summation can be restricted to the points in a finite number m of periods. 

2: a V [X] is the rate of change of the total area of the Voronoi polygons associated with 
x. aY 

those points. This total area equals m. Therefore (3.24) follows. 

To see (3.25), let the points X 1,···,& all move at the same constant velocity 1!.. Then 

~aV[X] . u 
LJ ay -
.r -

(3.27) 

is the rate of change of V[XJ. But V(X] clearly does not change at all, P [X] is just 

translated. Since 1!. is arbitrary, (3.25) follows. 

We turn to case (ii) now. We first consider the derivative of V [X] in the direction 

Y-X 
--:--:=---=-. This derivative is I Y-X I 

(3.28) 

as can be seen from Fig. 8. 

We next consider the derivative in the direction parallel to the face P [X]nP [Y]; see 

Fig. 9. Up to corrections of area 0 (€ 2
), both the gained triangle and the lost triangle are 

similar to the triangle formed by X ,X, Y +f.!: The scaling factors are 

-1 !(X+X)-Q[X,YJI + !A[X.X] 
~ ~ 

IX- y I 

\.I 

• 
" 
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for the gained triangle and 

I {-(K+X)- G[K,X]I ++A [K,X:] 

IX- Y I 

for the lost triangle. Therefore the total area change is 

[ 
( 

2
1 

A [X, Y]-1 
2
1 

(X+ Y)-Q [X, Y]l )2 

€ I X y I ' -=--------:::------2 --- IX-Y 12 

which is 

_ (+A rx,.rJ+ 1 t(x +X)-Q[K,Xll?] 

I X-Y 1
2 

eA [K,X]I t(K+X)-Q[K,X]I 

IX-Y I 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

Area is lost moving in the direction of the center G [X, Y], and area is gained moving away 

from G [X, Y]. From what we have shown, it follows that 

aV[X] =_!_A [v v] Y-X A [X,Y] ( 1 (X Y) r>[v Y]) ax 2 .a..L 1 x-x 1 + 1 X-Y 1 2 _+_ -·~ A-•- ' 
{3.33): 

which is equivalent with (3.23). 0 

We gave a proof for proposition 3.7 in two space dimensions. However, Eq. (3.23) is 

correct in all dimensions, if Q [X, Y] is defined as the center of mass of the face between X 

and X. The derivation of (3.23) given in [20] and [7] shows this. 

To prove the weak consistency of D with the continuous divergence operator, we first 

observe that the argument which was used to prove (3.8) can be extended in the following 

way. 

Let A be a linear differential operator. Assume that a formula of the form 

JA¢(~)d~ (3.34) 
p 
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holds for all smooth functions ¢, where (j is a linear differential operator on ap ' possibly of 

order zero. In the case where A is the Laplace operator, 17¢= ~:. Since 17 depends on P, we 

also use the notation 

17 = 17p. 

We discretize A by 

" 
V [X.., ]L ¢(X..,) (3.35) 

where 

I [X..,, Y] = I 17</J(~)ds + 0 (h 2
). (3.36) 

P[XclnPfYI 

{If we replace 0 (h 2 ) by 0 (h 3 ) here, pointwise consistency of first order of L and A follows 

immediately.) We assume in addition that 

J Up[Xtl¢>(~)ds I Up[yl¢>(~)ds (3.37) 
p rxt JnP !Y 1 p r.rt 1nP !Y 1 

I [X, Y] = - I [ Y ,X] + 0 ( h 3) (3.38) 

Proposition 3.8: (3.34)-(3.38) together ·with the non-degeneracy assumption (3.7) imply the 

weak consistency of L with A. 

The proof exactly duplicates that of proposition 3.2. Analogous propositions hold if A 

and L act on vectors rather than scalars, or if the P [X] are not the Voronoi polygons but 

some different control areas with mutually disjoint interiors, covering the area of interest. 

From proposition 3.8, we now conclude the weak consistency of D. 

Proposition 3.9: Let the non-degeneracy assumption (3.7) be satisfied. Then the operator 

D is weakly consistent with the continuous divergence operator, i.e. 

l:¢>(,& )D!!. (.Yj,) V [.Yj,] = f ¢(~ )SZ:R (~ )h + 0 (It) (3 .39) 
k [O;lj2 

for any smooth periodic (scalar and vector) functions¢ and !!. . 
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Proof: 

I s:z.: JJ.d~ =I J1. (~). !!,dS ' (3.34b) 
P aP 

I.e. 

[
1 Y-X l I[X,Y] = 2 (JJ.(X)+!!.(Y))A [X,Y] I y -X I (3.35b) 

+ [ u (Y)-u (X) A [X Y](.!_(X + Y)-G [X Y]) l· I Y -X I - ,_ 2 - - - - ,_ 

The first summand in {3.35b) originates from the normal component of {3.33), the second 

from the tangential component. In the first summand, one obtains -JJ. (X) rather than !!. (X) 

from (3.33) and {3.26). To change the sign is correct because the integral over oP [X] of the 

exterior unit normal is zero. We obtain 

I [X;.' Y] = I J1. (~ )·!!,dS + 0 (h 2). (3.36b) 
PJKtJnPJi:] 

This relation would remain true if we dropped the second summand in (3.35b), which is itself 

of order 0 (h 2). We thus obtain an alternative discretization D of sz:: 

- 1 Y-X 
V[X]D!!.(X) := E 2 (!i(X)+!i(Y))A [X' Y] I y -X I 

X:;;o"X - -
(3AO) 

D can also be derived by discretizing the divergence theorem on the Voronoi polygons in the 

most obvious way. 

Furthermore we obtain 

I O'pJY.cl!i(.:r.)ds 
PJx,JnPJ.rJ 

I O'pJX:j!L(.:r.)ds, 
P!XtlnPIX:] 

I [X, YJ =-I [X ,X] (exactly). 

So (3.39) follows. 0 

(3.3ib) 

(3.38b) 

We have introduced the operator b as an additional illustration of proposition 3.8, but 

shall not use it in later sections. Numerical results show that the accuracy of the fractional 

step method introduced in Section 6 deteriorates when the projection onto the kernel of D is 
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replaced by the projection onto the kernel of b . 

Proposition 3.10: D and b are pointwise inconsistent. 

Proof: Counterexamples can be constructed easily; see [6]. The inconsistency of D was 

first shown by M. McCracken (unpublished). 

We give here a counterexample which proves the inconsistency of D. The argument is 

a reformulation of our previous considerations concerning the example (3.21), (3.22) and 

shows a statement slightly more general than proposition 3.10. As mentioned above, the 

area of the Voronoi polygon of a marker at (0,0) will, in general, not be constant. This 

implies that there are fluid marker configurations for which D11 (0,0)~0, if 11 (.:r. )= ( x0
2
). 

Take such a configuration and scale it by f. This causes scaling of the gradients 
0 

V XiO)] 

by~ and scaling of V[(O,O)] by f
2• Because of .Y.(EY)=E11(Y), Du (0,0) remains unchanged. 

The same argument shows the pointwise inconuistency of any discrete divergence defined as 

the relative rate of change of the area of a cell which is scaled by f if the marker 

configuration is scaled by e. ·O 

Again, we briefly discuss the case of non-periodic boundary conditions. If we impose 

the condition 11 ·n. =0 on D(0;1)2
, then the foregoing results remain virtually unchanged. fn 

this case, the summation in (3.19) extends over X=Xi, j =l,···,N. In (3.39), we now 

assume that 11 and 4> are smooth on [0;1]2, 11 ·n. =0 on 8(0;1f 

3.3 Discrete gradient operator 

We define G as the negative adjoint of D with respect to the discrete L 2 inner pro-

duct (3.15). We also define G as the negative adjoint of b with respect to (3.15). 

Proposition 3.11: G and G are weakly consistent with the continuous gradient operator. 

Proof: This follows from the weak consistency of D , b by integrating by parts. 0 

• 
" 
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From (3.25), it follows that the kernel of G contains the constants. (Similarly, it fol

lows from (3.26) that the kernel of D contains the constant vector fields.) Therefore 

(D1!. ,1)=0 for all 1!., and L ¢=D1!. always has a solution ¢. 

The kernel of. G may contain non-constant functions. If, for example, X 1, ... ,& lie on 

a square grid, and if N is the square of an even integer, then the kernel of G is four

dimensional, for G is then the discretization of sz. with central difference quotients. 'vVe 

have been unable to find a general estimate of the dimension of the kernel of G . 

In subsequent sections, G is used as a tool for orthogonally projecting discrete vector 

fields onto the kernel of D . It is for this reason that we have defined the discrete gradient as 

the negative adjoint of the discrete divergence; see Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), which describe the 

orthogonal projection onto the kernel of D if D is any arbitrary linear operator and G is its 

negative adjoint. 

3.4 Additional remarks on consistency 

The lack of pointwise consistency does not imply lack of convergence. This is demon

strated numerically in section 6. 'vVe note that a similar behavior is typical for finite element 

discretizations of elliptic equations, whose pointwise consistency is in general entirely unre

lated to the convergence and accuracy of the resulting approximations. As an example, con

sider the discretization of Poisson's equation based on triangles of type (2) (Ciarlet [12]), 

using a triangulation constructed by cutting the cells of a regular square mesh into triangles. 

This discretization can easily be shown to be pointwise inconsistent. Nevertheless, the 

L 2-norm of the difference between the solution of the continuous problem and the solution of 

the discrete problem is of size 0 (h 3
), where h is the mesh size of the square grid; see [12]. 

In the present context, the weak consistency serves only as a heuristic justification of 

our discrete operators. It might, however, prove useful in a convergence analysis of the frac

tional step method presented in section 6. 
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4. Solution of discrete Helmholtz equations on irregular grids 

In this section, we consider the fast numerical solution of 

-Lt/J+c¢=1 (c;:::o). (4.1) 

We use a two-grid iteration which is identical with the well-known multigrid correction 

cycle, replacing the coarsening of the grid by regularization. 

Consider a regular grid of the form 

fh = {((i + 0.5}h ,(j + 0.5}h): i ,j EZ} (4.2} 

I 

with h =1/n and n -:::::=N 2 . Let R be a linear interpolation operator which maps functions 

defined on SN onto functions defined on rh . Let p be a linear interpolation operator in the 

opposite direction. 

\Ve introduce the abbreviations 

A := -L + cl and (4.3} 

B := discretization of -.6. + ci on rn, using the standard 5-point operator. ( 4.4) 

A and B are operators which act on periodic grid functions. 

A simple iterative method for (4.1) is defined by 

(4.5) 

If B is singular, i.e. if c =0, B-1 denotes the pseudoinverse of B. 

If P and R arc chosen in a simple, straightforward way, the iteration (4.5) converges 

very poorly if at all. The reason is that P and R introduce smoothing, which prevents 

highly oscillatory errors from converging fast. Therefore (4.5) has to be supplemented by a .. 
method which is efficient on such errors. \Ve choose a suitable relaxation method for this, 

obtaining the two-grid cycle 

Step 1: v 1 relaxation sweeps 
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Step 2: (4.5) (4.6) 

Step 3: v2 relaxat£on sweeps. 

v 1 and v2 are small integers, typically 1 or 2. ( 4.5) requires the solution of problems involving 

B. In order to exhibit as clearly as possible the properties of the basic method (4.6), we solve 

these problems exactly, using the Fast Fourier Transform. A very fast approximate solver, 

for example a multigrid cycle requiring only 0( N) operations, could be used instead. This 

would result in a slight reduction of the computational work. The convergence factors could 

be expected to deteriorate only insignificantly if a sufficiently efficient cycle were used; see, 

e.g., Stiiben and Trot ten berg [23]. 

We remark that the cycle (4.6) costs O(NlogN) operations. Since the fractional step 

method discussed in Section 6 requires a fixed number of cycles, independent of N, in every 

time step, the total amount of work per time step required for the solution of Poisson and 

Helmholtz problems is O(N logN ). 

We have to choose P, R and the relaxation scheme. Our objective is to choose these 

components such that the resulting cycle is .efficient, assuming that the grid ryoints are 

I 
roughly uniformly distributed. This assumption is satisfied in the examples in Section 6. 

\Ve discuss the choice of P and R first. \Ve list some desirable properties: 

CP: P preserves constants: P (1)(Kj) = 1 for all j. 

CR: R preserves·constants: R (1)(~) = 1 for all ~Er 11 • 

lOP: P preserves zero mean values: 

If~¢(~ )h 2 = 0, then ~(P ¢>)(Xj,) V [Xk) = 0 . 
~ k 

lOR: R preserves zero mean values: 

If ~<I>(Xj,) V [Xk J = 0, then ~(R <l>)(z.)h 2 = 0 . 
k 

Here ~ stands for ~ lOP and lOR state that the compatibility conditions are 
~ ~Erh nlo;t12 

preserved if c =0. For our two-grid algorithm, lOR Is particularly useful, since it ensures 
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solvability of the problems on r"' if c =0. 

We focus our attention on operators defined as convolutions of the form 

(P</>)(X) := I; </>(~)o...(X -~)h 2, (4.7) 
~er• 

(R 4>)(~) := I; 4>(X)8...(~- X)V[X], (4.8) 
X.ESN 

where s,.. is a spread-out model of the delta distribution with support of linear size 0 (h). 

(4.7) and (4.8) imply P =R •. It is clear that CR cannot be satisfied by an operator R of 

this form, for it is possible that no point in SN lies close to ~ Efh , in which case R 4>(~) is 0, 

no matter what <P is. CP, on the other hand, is easily satisfied, for example with 

811 (~) = Sh (x 1)ch (xz), with (4.9) 

{ 

~ ( 1 - --4-1-) if I X I ~ h ' 

c,.. ( x) = 0 otherwise. (4.10) 

Notice that (4.7),(4.9),(4.10) is just piecewise bilinear interpolation. It is easy to con-

elude that lOR is satisfied while lOP is not. In fact, R preserves discrete integrals in general. 

These conclusions depend only on the fact that P =R • . 

Eqs. (4.7)- (4.10) specify our choice of P ... nd R. 

It remains to choose a relaxation scheme. Using Gauss-Seidel relaxation, we obtain a 

performance which is disappointing in comparison with many multigrid methods on regular 

grids. This is illustrated by Table II. To explain Table II, we first define the discrete L 2-norm 

of a function </> defined on the grid points X;. by 

N 

I</> I L z := I; v [&]</>(&f. 
k=l 

We measure the factors by which the discrete L 2-norm of the residual is reduced per two-

grid cycle. Corresponding to each N, Table II has four rows, which have the following mean-

ing. The first three rows show the reduction factors for the first three cycles. Here the con-

tinuous problem being solved has the solution 

(4.11) 
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The fourth row shows the reduction factor in the 30th cycle, which is in general a good 

approximation to the spectral radius of the iteration matrix. To avoid rounding error 

influence, we take the right-hand side to be identically zero in this case, start with a non-zero 

initial approximation and rescale the approximation by the convergence factor after each 

cycle . 

The order in which the unknowns. are relaxed is determined by the numbering of the 

grid points, which is random. 

Notice that the convergence factors in Table II deteriorate rapidly when N mcreases. 

The results can be improved significantly by modifying the relaxation method. This 

modification is an application of a general rule due to Brandt [9] on block relaxation in mul-

tigrid methods. The improved relaxation scheme is defined as follows. Introduce the notation 

V[X.,.](L ¢>)(X.,.)=: EL [X.,.' Y]¢>(Y). 
.r 

When relaxing X.,. , determine the set of all neighbors Y of XJ. for which 

L[X.,.,YJ ~ 8(-L[X.,.,X.,.] + cV[X.,.]), 

(4.12) 

( 4.13) 

where 8E[O;l] remains to be chosen. Change the values in all these neighbors und in X.,. 

simultaneously so that their equations become satisfied. As a result, some of the ¢>(:1;.) may 

be modified more than once during one rela..xation sweep. \V c note that our criterion ( 4.13) 

for rcla..xing points as a block is not equivalent to an analogous criterion based on the dis-

tances between the grid points. \Ve have conducted experiments which indicate that such a 

criterion leads to a less efficient algorithm than ours. 

If 8 is at least 0.5 and c ~0, the blocks which are rela..xcd simultaneously are at most of 

size 2. To see this, recall that the diagonal elements of L arc negative, that the off-diagonal 

elements are positive or zero with at least 3 positive elements in each row, and that the row 

sums of L are zero. Thus there is at most one neighbor Y of any point X.,. for which ( 4.13) 

is satisfied when 8~0.5. With 8=1.0, we obtain the usual Gauss-Seidel iteration, by a similar 

argument. We choose 8=0.5. 
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We repeat the above experiments with the modified relaxation scheme. The results are 

displayed in Table III. 

The results for c =0.0 are hardly different. Of course, we must project the discrete 

right-hand side onto its constant-free part to ensure that there is a solution in this case. It is 

unnecessary to impose any condition such as a prescribed mean or point value to ensure 

uniqueness of the constant component in the computed solution. The non-uniqueness of the 

solution may simply be ignored. 

We still obtain convergence factors which increase with growing N. Good multigrid 

methods have convergence factors which are bounded independent of the number of unk

nowns, with a bound far below 1; see Stiiben and Trottenberg [23]. We do not know 

whether our method has such a property. It is, in any case, satisfactory when used within our 

fractional step method; see Section 6. 

An alternative to the algorithm described here would be to construct coarse grids as 

nested subsets of the Lagrangian grid {X11 ···,& }. Even though the resulting algorithm 

would be more complicated than ours, it might have the advantage of performing well even 

on strongly non-uniform grids. We have not yet tried such a method. 

5. Projection of a vector field onto the kernel of the discrete divergence operator 

The last tool needed for our fractional step method is an algorithm which projects a 

given vector field y_ on SN orthogonally onto the kernel of the discrete divergence operator 

D. This means that we want to find Py_ and q such that 

For this purpose, we have to solve 

I! = PI! + Gq and 

DP!!. = 0. 

DGq = DI! 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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We have DQp = 0 => (DQp ,p) = 0 => -(Qp ,Qp) = 0 => Qp =0 => DQp =0. 

Therefore ker(DC )=ker( C). 

This implies that D1i is orthogonal to ker(DC ), for if DQp =0, then Qp =Q. and thus 

(D1i ,p )= (1£ ,Qp )= (1£ ,Q)=O. Therefore (5.3) has a solution q , and Cq is uniquely deter-

mined. 

,. On a square grid with meshwidth h , DC is the standard 5-point discretization of the 

Laplace operator with meshwidth 2h. \Ve ignore the fact that the system can be decoupled 

into 4 smaller systems which can be solved easily, since this will not be the case on irregular 

grids. Simple relaxation schemes have no smoothing effect for this discretization, as can 

immediately be verified by Fourier analysis. The difficulty is related to lack of discrete ellip-

ticity. Prdblems of this kind have been investigated much more generally by Brar.dt and 

Dinar [10]. 

One might consider solving (5.3) by a conjugate gradient iteration with precondition-

ing. On a square mesh, it is useless to precondition DC with L . This can immediately be 

shown by discrete Fourier analysis. Even if a good preconditioner for DC could 1·e found, 

the fact that we do not know much about the kernel of DC , i.e. the kernel of C, would 

present a problem. A non-trivial null-space does not affect the performance of the conjugate 

gradient method in exact arithmetic. In floating point arithmetic, however, the method often 

does not converge when applied to a positive semidefinite matrix with a non-trivial null-
' 

space unless the computed residuals are projected into the orthogonal complement of the 

null-space. 

\Ve therefore replace the discrete projection operator 

(5.-!) 

by 

(5.5) 

DC and L are singular. Nevertheless C (DC t 1D and CL -ID have well-defined meanings. 

To apply, for example, GL -ID to a vector field 1i, solve Lq =D1£ first. Note that D1i IS 
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orthogonal to the kernel of L , which is the set of constants. q is unique up to an additiYe 

constant, and thus Gq = GL -ID!!:. is uniquely determined. G (DG t 1D!!:. is obtained analo-

gously. 

(5.5) is not a projection operator. In fact, the discrete L 2-norm 

(5.6) 

is often, i.e. on many fluid marker configurations, larger than 1. Of course, the eigenvalues 

whose absolute values are larger than 1 must be negative. 

If all eigenvalues of I -GL -1D lie in (-1;1], then 

lim (I-GL-1D)i=I-G(DGt1D 
j-+oo 

(5.7) 

To see this, note that the limit in (5.7) exists if and only if all eigenvalues of I -GL -1 D lie in 

{-1;1]. Furthermore, if !£-=lim (I -GL -1D )i!!:., then (I -GL -ID)!!:. q =!£ •, hence 
j_.oo 

GL - 1Dy_ • =Q. and thus Dy_- =0. Since y_ -(I -GL -1D )i y_ is a gradient for all j, y_ -1!. • is a 

gradient, and therefore !!:. " is the orthogonal projection oi' !£ onto the kernel of D, i.e. 

Since {5.5) is a discretization of the continuous projection operator, it is to be expected 

that at least those eigenvalues which correspond to smooth eigenfunctions are larger than -1. 

This motivates the following modification of (5.5): 

I - G (I + wL )k L-tD , 

with w~1/ p(L) but w$.1/ p(L ), k integer. In our experiments, we always take 

1 
w := :-' 

p 

where p is the maximum row sum norm of the matrix L , i.e. 

[ l
-1 

2 E A [X.., .X] 
w = m:X V [Xi.] .r~x. I .r -X.., I 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

One can easily show that w is at most of order 0 (h 2). I +wL is therefore pointwise 

.. 
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consistent with the identity, since L 1/J is bounded for h -o if 1/J ts a fixed smooth periodic 

function; see proposition 3.4. 

For fixed k , (5.8) can still be considered a discretization of the continuous projection 

operator. For sufficiently large k, the powers of (5.8) converge to the exact discrete projec

tion operator I - G (DG t'D. 

This motivates the following algorithm, which chooses the smallest possible k itself: 

Algorithm 5.1: 

Given 1!. i , define 

k := o; !!. i .o := 1!. i, q i ,t := L-ID!!. i ,o; !!. i ,t := !!. i ,o _ Gq i ·'. 

While I !!. i ,.HI I > 11!. i I : 

k := k+l; qi,k+l := wLqi,k; !!.i,k+l := !!.i,k _ Gqi,k+l. 

In our experiments, this algorithm usually requires k =0 when computing !!. 1 from !!. 0 , k >0 

for j > l, sometimes unfortunately k > > 0. 

Notice that 11!. i + 1 I ::=:; 11!. i I . This property ensures the linear stability of the frac

tional step method introduced in· Section 6, even if only a few iterations of the projection 

algorithm 5.1 are used. 

We give a numerical example. Consider 

(5.11) 

The divergence-free part of 1!. is 

(5.1!2) 

We compute the divergence-free part of 1!. numerically, compute the discrete L 2-norms of 
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the discretization errors in the two components, and compute the square root of the sum of 

the squares of these two numbers. This results in Table IV. In none of the experiments sum-

marized in the table is k larger than 0 in the first iteration or larger than 2 in the second 

iteration. 

One iteration generates an approximation to the continuous solution which is as good 

as or even better than the approximation obtained after many iterations. What we have 

gained by replacing (5.5) with (5.8) are guaranteed stability and convergence to the solution 

of the discrete projection problem, not higher accuracy. 

Note that the truncation error does decrease with growing N here, even though D is 

not pointwise consistent with the divergence operator. \V e also observe that the variance of 

the truncation error seems to decrease with growing N. These two statements are based on 

numerical results. \Ve have not been able to prove them. 

In the periodic case, the projection algorithm presented here is useful in solving the 

Navier-Stokes equations; see Section 6. The question how to modify our algorithm for 

different boundary conditions requires further study. 

6. A fractional step method for the Navier-Stokes equations 

The two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations have the form 

du 
-=- vA.u + t"'?n = L dt - .lL.Y 

(6.1) 

SZ:!!. = 0, 

YJ +(.!!. ·:sz.).!!. is the convective derivative of.!!.. We impose an initial condition 

.!!. (.:r ,O)=!!.o(.:r) (6.2) 

and the periodicity conditions 

.!!.(~ +k.,t )=.!!.(~,t ), p (.~. +k.,t )=p (~,t ), k.EZ 2
• (6.3) 
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We consider the following fractional step method for (6.1)-{6.3). 

1!."+1- .!!." 

tl.t 
- vL" 1!." +I = L" +I 

.!!."+I=P"k"+l 

X" +I = X" + tl.t .!!. "+I . 

{6.4) 

Here .!!. ", 1!." +I, .!!. "+I and L" +I denote functions defined on SJJ, the set SN at time n ilt . 

LII+1(X;"+!:) = L(X;",{n+l)/:l.t). L" denotes the discrete Laplacian on SJJ. P" is the 

orthogonal projection onto the kernel of D" , where D" is the discrete divergence operator 

on SJJ. The points X}'+!: (l~j ~N ,.kEZ2
) in SJJ form the infinite vector X". 

Writing P"k "+1 =: 1!. "+I_ G" q"+1, we obtain 

G" q"+l 
-vL"k"+l +- = L"+l 

At 
and {6.5) 

/)".!!. 11+1 = 0. 

Therefore p"+ 1 := q"+ljf:l.t is an approximation of the pressure. We note that the formulas 

{6.5) with L".!!. n+l instead of L" 1!." +I, together with the third equati~n of (6.4), define the 

method introduced in [20]. 

{6.4) is unconditionally linearly stable in the sense that 

1.!!."+1 1 (11)~ I.!!." I (11) + tl.t I L~~+ 1 1 (nl {6.6) 

where I .. I (n l denotes the discrete L 2-norm on SJJ. This follows from proposition 3.5. Using 

the projection algorithm introduced In Section 5, linear stability is guaranteed even though 

we do not apply the operator P" exactly. 

We also consider the following modification of {6.-J). 

1!."+1_ Pll.!!.ll 

/:l.t 
- vL IIi II +I = P" L II +I 

.!!. II +I = pll iII +I 

X"+I=X" +tl.t .!!."+1 

Notice that this method requires two, not three applications of P" per time step. 

{6.4b) 
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. . b t' P 11 - II + 1 - II +I G II II + 1 d 't' Wr1tmg, as e.ore, .Y.. =: !L - _ q , an wn mg 

p~~ (1!. II +AlL 11+1) =: .Y.. II +AlL n+l_a~~ rll+l, 

we obtain 

At 

n+l+ 11+1 
- vL II u II +I + G II ( q r ) = L II +I 

- - At 
and (6.5b) 

D 11 .Y.."+t=O. 

q 11 +l+r" +1 
Therefore p 11 +I := is an approximation of the pressure. 

At 

We use method (6.4) for test problems 1 and 2 below. For test problem 3, method 

(6.4b) appears to be somewhat more accurate. 

Test problem 1: 

We construct an exterior force density such that the flow becomes 

u tC~., t ) = sin( ; t )cos(2rrx dsin(2n 2) 

u 2(~ ,t ) = -sin( ; t )sin(21fx 1)cos(2rrx 2) 

p (~, t ) = sin( ; t )cos(2rrx 1)cos(2rrx '2)· 

(6.7) 

We measure. the discrete L 2-norms of the errors in velocity and pressure at time 1. In 

every time step, we use only one step of algorithm 5.1. Initially, the K.i are at the positions 

1 I - -
((k 1 + 0.5)h ,(k'2 + 0.5)h ), with O~k 1 ~N 

2 -1, O~k 2~N 2 -1. We expect that the solution 

of the scalar Helmholtz and Poisson problems up to rounding error accuracy is necessary only 

at time 0. At a later time step, the values from the previous time step should provide an 

excellent initial guess, and little work should be required to improve this guess such that the 

truncation error level is reached. \Ve use only one two-grid cycle per scalar problem, with 

1/1=2, Vz=l. Table v shows results of some of our experiments. We use the abbreviations 

1 
hN := --

1 
, e 1 := error in u 1, e 2 := error in u 2 and ep := error in p . Since the average 

N2 

of the exact pressure is zero, we project the computed approximation for the pressure onto 

its constant free part with respect to the discrete L 2-product· before measuring eP . Notice 
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that the error in the velocity components is reduced faster than the error in the pressure. 

\Ve have no explanation for this observation. 

Table VI contains results obtained with random initial grids. As before, we use one 

two-grid cycle per scalar problem. Notice that the errors in the velocity components do not 

differ very much from those displayed in Table V. As in Section 5, we observe that the vari-

ance of the error appears to decrease for increasing N. 

Solving all scalar problems up to rounding error accuracy, but still applying only one 

step of algorithm 5.1., one obtains results which differ only insignificantly from those 

displayed in Table V. This supports our claim that one two-grid cycle per scalar problem 

suffices. 

Using very small viscosity coefficients, for example v=l0-4, we still obtain reasonable 

results for this problem. However, some of our results for test problem 3 below indicate that 

the method may not be generally applicable for such viscosity coefficients. 

Test problem 2: 

\Ve consider a shear flow: 

u l~ .. t) = sin(!!rrx 2) 

u 2Cr. ,t) = o 
p (£, t ) = 0 

(6.8) 

Proposition 6.1: If the initial marker configuration is a rectangular grid with meshwidths 

Ax 1 and .6. x 2 , 

(6.9) 

and if the initial velocity and the exterior force are independent of x 1 and parallel to the x 1-

axis, then the discrete approximation for the second velocity component obtained by (6.4) or 

(6.4b) is 0. 
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Proof: The statement would be obvious if pn were replaced by the identity operator. 

Therefore, it suffices to prove the following statement. 

Assume that 

(6.10) 

with numbers 

(6.11) 

independent of i, and assume that (6.9) holds. Consider a vector field 

(6.12) 

Then 

D!!(Xk )=0 (6.13) 

for all k. 

To prove this, first consider two rows of fluid markers and the associated V oronoi 

diagram in the infinite horizontal strip b:ER 2 : r 1ER, r 2E[0;1]}. If the locations of the 

fluid markers are 

(6.1-t) 

in the upper row, and 

(6.15) 

in the lower row, with 

1 1 
6 E[--~;.r; I -~X t] • 2 '2 ' (6.16) 

(6.17) 

and 

(6.18) 
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then all Voronoi polygons have the same shape and therefore the same area. 

Next we consider the case of more than two rows of markers. (6.9) ensures that the 

Voronoi polygons in row j +1 are not adjacent to the Voronoi polygons in row j -1. The 

Voronoi polygons in row j are similar to each othe1·. Our considerations regarding two rows 

show that the total area which the polygons in row j occupy within one period is constant. 

Therefore each individual polygon has a constant area, which implies (6.13). 0 

We start the calculation on random grids. \.Y e obtain the results displayed in Table VII, 

suggesting first order convergence as the previous results. Fig. 10 shows the exact velocity 

profile and a computed velocity profile at time 1. The parameters are as in Table VII, with 

N =1600. Here the first 10 markers have the initial positions (0.5,(j -0.5)/10), j =1,···,10, 

the remaining 1590 markers have random initial positions. The figure shows the computed 

velocity vectors and the computed x 2-coordinates of the first 10 ma~kers at time 1, but not 

the computed x 1-coordinates, which have been 1·eset to 0.5 to facilitate the comparison of the 

two profiles. 

Test problem 3: 

\Ve consider an initial vortex blob cente1·ed at (0.5,0.5) and compute the flow which 

results in the absence of any exterior force. To obtain the initial velocity field, we solve the 

discrete Poisson problem with periodic boundary conditions and the right-hand side 

{ 

r.(z 1-0.5) r.(z.,-0.5) 
lO.O·(l+cos( .., ))(l+cos( -.., )) + c 

0.~ 0.~ 

c 

if I x 1-0.5 I :::;o.2 and I x 2-0.5 I :::;o.2 
(6.19) 

otherwise 

where the constant c IS chosen such t.hat t.hc discrete compatibility condition is satisfied. 

From the resulting discrete stream function ·¢4 , we obtain the velocity usmg central 

differencing. 

Our numerical results for this example show that the centrifugal force tends to push 

the markers away from the center, leaving a region in which there are no markers at all. To 
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counteract this tendency, we use the modified method (6.4b ), in which the velocity field is 

projected onto its divergence-free component not only before but also after moving the mark-

ers. Again we use only one step of algorithm 5.1 in each projection. 

We perform the following convergence test. We perform the computations with 

N =100,400 and 1600, each time starting on 

I 

{(kthN,k2hN): 1~kl>k2~N 2 }. 

Notice that the initial marker sets for N =400, N =1600 contain the initial marker set for 

N =100 in this case. Let X 1
100 

, ···,X 1b~0 be the marker positions for N =100 at time 0.5. 

Let ~ 400 and Xi 1600 be the positions of the same markers at time 0.5 computed with 

N =400 and N =1600. We measure 

i=l 
e 100,400 := ----

1
-
0
-
0
----

and 

i=l 
e 400,!600 := ----

1
-
00
----

For a first order convergent method, one would expect 

e 100.400 --.....ry 
......... ~. 

e 400,1600 

The computed values are shown in Table VIII. We apparently obtain convergence even for 

very small viscosity coefficients. Notice, however, that the size of the error increases substan-

tially for v-0 when N is fixed. Fig. 11 shows the velocity fields obtained at t =0.0 and 

t =0.5, using N =6400. Here the viscosity coefficient is v=O.Ol. The figure shows the one 

period which is computed by the method. The positions and velocities of 400 markers are 

shown. The viscosity causes the flow to slow down. This is not visible in the figure. The vee-

tors are scaled such that the longest vectors in both plots are of equal lengths. 

' 
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Test problem 4: 

\Ve compute the motion of a pair of vortex blobs of different signs. At time zero, the 

blobs are centered at 

~(!)= ( 0.5) + 1 [ 1 l 
0.5 v'300 J2 

and 

:r(2) = (0.5) - _1_ ( 1 ) 
- 0.5 v'300 J2 . 

In addition to these two blobs, the initial vorticity function includes all the periodic 

images. The vorticity of the blob at ~(iJ, i=1,2, is 

w(i)(~) = {-1)i+l.50·{1+cos( 7r I ro~;(i) I )) if I L-~(i) I ~ 0.1, 

w(i)(~) = 0 otherwise. 

(6.20a) 

(6.20b) 

We use N = 6400 fluid markers, initially positioned as in test problems 1 and 2. The 

viscosity coefficient is v = 0.01. The time step and the splitting are as for test problem 3. 

Fig. 12 shows positions and normalized velocity vectors for 400 of the 6400 fluid markers at 

t =0.0 and t =0.5. 

We do not know the analytic solution of this problem. Neglecting the viscosity and 

the periodic images, and replacing the vortex blobs by point vortices with the same total vor-

ticity, one obtains a translational motion in the. direction perpendicular to the straight line 

joining the centers of the two vortices at the constant speed ~ - ~ :::::::: 0. 7 4. The flow in 

Fig. 12 therefore appears to be qualitatively correct. The computed speed of the vortex blobs 

is smaller than 0.7·1 because of the viscosity. A quantitative test, conducted as for test prob-

!em 3, again indicates first order convergence. 
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Table I. Construction of periodic Voronoi diagrams. CPU-times per point in msec on a 

VAX 11/780, 20 uniformly distributed random grids for each N. 

N worst case best case average 

400 16 13 14 

800 15 13 14 

1200 15 14 14 

1600 16 14 15 

2000 16 15 15 
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Table II. Residual reduction per two-level cycle, in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 30th cycle, meas-

ured as described in the text. Helmholtz equation, c =10. v 1=2, v2=1, Gauss-Seidel relaxa-

tion. 10 random, uniformly distributed grids for each N. Best results, worst results and 

geometric means over all 10 experiments. 

N worst case best case average 

0.18 0.090 0.14 

100 0.26 0.083 0.14 

0.30 0.11 0.17 

0.31 0.12 0.18 

0.34 0.17 0.22 

400 0.27 0.098 0.17 

0.37 0.13 0.24 

0.42 0.17 0.28 

0.34 0.23 0.27 

1600 0.25 0.13 0.17 

0.41 0.21 0.29 

0.52 0.24 0.40 
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Table ill. Experiments as in Table II, with modified relaxation scheme. 

N worst case best case average 

0.083 0.027 0.041 

100 0.13 0.018 0.035 

0.14 0.020 0.039 

0.15 0.030 0.049 

0.13 0.087 0.11 

400 0.084 0.040 0.054 

0.12 0.046 0.072 

0.14 0.054 0.086 

0.16 0.13 0.14 

1600 0.048 0.030 0.042 

0.089 0.048 0.069 

0.17 0.074 0.11 
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Table IV. Discretization errors obtained with algorithm 5.1 for example (5.11). 20 random, 

uniformly distributed grids for each N. 

N iteration worst case best case N iteration worst case best case 

1 0.30 0.22 1 0.081 0.070 

2 0.30 0.20 2 0.078 0.061 

3 0.28 0.20 3 0.083 0.063 

25 4 0.29 0.19 400 4 0.081 0.064 

5 0.29 0.20 5 0.086 0.064 

10 0.29 0.20 10 0.084 0.062 

15 0.30 0.20 15 0.089 0.062 

1 0.17 0.13 1 0.041 0.035 

2 0.16 0.11 2 0.040 0.031 

3 0.16 0.11 3 * 0.033 

100 4 0.16 0.11 1600 4 * 0.034 

5 0.16 0.11 5 * 0.035 

10 0.16 0.11 10 * 0.037 

15 0.16 0.11 15 * 0.037 

"*" means that k=.50 is not sufficient. 
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Table V. Errors m velocity and pressure, test problem 1, At =hN, v=0.1, starting on 

square grids. 

N e I e2 eP 

100 0.35 0.35 0.11 

400 0.12 0.12 0.12 

1600 0.064 0.065 0.082 
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Table VI. Experiments as in Table V, starting on 20 uniformly distributed, random grids. 

N e I e2 eP 

worst best average worst best average worst best average 

100 0.51 0.31 0.38 0.48 0.29 0.36 0.37 0.20 0.27 

400 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.086 0.12 

1600 0.064 0.059 0.061 0.062 0.059 0.061 0.076 0.069 0.072 
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Table VII. Errors in velocity and pressure, test problem 2, Ll.t =hN, V=l.O, starting on 10 

random, uniformly distributed grids. 

N e I e2 ep 

worst best average worst best average worst best average 

100 0.075 0.045 0.060 0.071 0.041 0.056 0.061 0.041 0.053 

400 0.035 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.024 0.029 0.033 0.022 0.027 

1600 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.015 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.013 0.014 

,. 
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hN 
Table Vill. Test problem 3, e 1oo,4oo and e 400,16oo, At =2· 

e 100,400 
v e 100,400 e 400,1600 

e 400,1600 

0.1 0.0036 0.0019 1.9 

0.01 0.022 O.Oll 2.0 

0.001 0.033 0.016 2.1 

0.0001 0.036 0.017 2.1 



List of figure legends 

Fig. 1: Voronoi diagram (solid) and Delaunay triangulation (dotted). 

Fig. 2: Resolution of a multiple comer into a set of simple corners. 

Fig. 3: A situation in which the straightforward use of (2.7) may lead to a breakdown. Dot-

ted: aPN. Solid: apN. 

Fig. 4: Typical situations illustrating the use of (2.8). 

Fig. 5: The four-point Voronoi diagram needed for Fig. 4, situation (a). 

Fig. 6: Another way of drawing the diagram in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7: Ordering of cells, determining the order in which the fluid markers are introduced at 

time zero. 

Fig. 8: The loss of area of P [X] occurring when Y ENb (X) moves towards X. The dis-

placement of 1:::' is E1!.; E<O here. The area of the shaded strip is ! IE I A [X, Y]+O (E2). 

Fig. g: The change of P[X] occurring when YENb(X) moves parallel to A[X,Y]. The 

displacement of Y is EL !. is of length 1. The solidly shaded triangle is the area lost by 

P [X] through the motion of Y. The lightly shaded triangle is the gained area. 

Fig. 10: Test problem 2, computed velocity profiles at l =0 and t =1. 

Fig. 11: Test problem 3, computed velocity fields at t =0 and t =0.5; N =6·100 fluid mark-

hN 
ers, v=O.Ol, ill =T; 400 markers are shown. 

Fig. 12: Test problem 4, computed velocity fields at t =0 and t =0.5; N =6400 fluid mark-

h 
ers, v=O.Ol, ill= ; ; four periods are shown, and in each period, 400 markers are shown. 
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Fig. 1: Voronoi diagram (solid) and Delaunay triangulation (dotted). 
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Fig. 2: Resolution of a multiple corner into a set of simple corners. 
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Fig. 3: A situation in which the straightforward use of (2.7) may lead to a breakdown. Dot-

ted: fJFN. Solid: fJPN. 
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Fig. 4: Typical situations illustrating the use of (2.8) . 
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Fig. 5: The four-point Voronoi diagram needed for Fig. 4, situation (a). 
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Fig. 6: Another way of drawing the diagram in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 7: Ordering of cells, determining the order in which the fluid markers are introduced at 

time zero. 
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Fig. 8: The loss of area of P [X] occurring when Y ENb (X) moves· towards X.. The dis

placement of Y is f 11; f <O here. The area of the shaded strip is ~ I f I A (X.,.[]+ 0 ( t"z) . 
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Fig. 9: The change of P [X] occurring when YENb (X) moves. parallel to A [X,.[]. The 

displacement of Y is tL L is of length 1. The solidly shaded triangle is the area lost by 

P [X] through the motion of Y. The lightly shaded triangle is the gained area. 

,, •· 
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Fig. 10: Test problem 2, computed velocity profiles at t =0 and t = l. 
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Fig. 11: Test problem 3, computed velocity fields at t =0 and t =0.5; N =6-tOO fluid mark-

hN 
ers, 1.1=0.01, At =2; -tOO markers are shown. 
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Fig. 12: Test problem 4, computed velocity fields at t =0 and t =0.5; N =6400 fluid mark-

hN 
ers, v=0.01, ill =2; four periods are shown, and in each period, 400 markers are shown. 
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